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Latin America's seven largest US commercial bank creditors are Citicorp, BankAmerica, Chase
Manhattan, J.P. Morgan, Manufacturers Hanover, Chemical New York, and Bankers Trust New
York. At present, Latin American loans account for 8% of these seven money center banks' assets.
Despite jitters apparent in the stock market after the Brazilian government announced its decision
to suspend interest payments on its foreign bank loans in February, the seven banks are generally in
a stronger position to survive shocks than they were in 1982. Total shareholders' equity has grown
from an average of $19.4 billion in 1982 to $31.3 billion in 1986. In the same period Latin American
loans measured as a percentage of that equity declined from an average 220% to 143%, and the ratio
of reserves to nonperforming loans rose from 45% to 67%. At present US banks together accounting
for nearly a third of Brazil's debt are less worried about possible defaults on Latin American loans
than how they will cope with reduced earnings, result of suspended interest payments. The seven
big banks together stand to lose an estimated $1 billion in interest income (nearly a third of their
1986 net earnings) if the Brazilian suspension lasts the entire year. According to Morgan Guaranty,
Brazil's foreign debt is equivalent to 41% of its gross domestic product. For Mexico and Argentina,
the same figure is 71% of GDP for both. In 1986, Brazilian interest payments year were roughly
equivalent to its entire trade surplus, while for Mexico they came to 214% of the trade surplus.
In the Argentine case, interest payments were equivalent to 161% of the trade surplus. (Michael
McFadden, "Bank Stocks and the Brazil Factor," FORTUNE 03/30/87, 103-105.)
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